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 In each plugin, the SR has up to 16 auxiliary busses with individually controlled gain and up to 16 direct tracks, providing a total of up to 256 channels. In addition, the SR has the following features: A delay control that lets you create stereo delay effects such as a room reverb, for example. The SR includes the ability to either create an output track for use with a computer, or to use the auxilary
busses for adding sidechain effects, such as reverb and delay. The SR V1.5, 1.8 and 2.0 plugins offer even more choices by adding options to further enhance the SR's performance. A new feature introduced in the SR 2.0 update is the ability to import presets, and save them to the plugin's presets list. These can then be accessed and applied directly within the plugin. SR Racks is a new product by

Soundradar that is compatible with the SR V2.0 and SR 2.0. SR V2.0 The SR V2.0 plugin is based on Soundradar's new SR Rack format. Soundradar's SR Rack format supports any number of channels, and was specifically designed for music producers using Pro Tools and other digital audio workstations. The SR Rack format has been used by professional sound engineers for years, yet has never
been available to sound engineers for live use. The SR Rack format is fully compatible with most existing SR plugins and the Soundradar SR V2.0 plugin is compatible with up to 128 channels of user created audio. SR Rack format is known for being dynamic, yet compact, and the SR Rack plugins are highly mobile. SR Rack audio can be saved directly to CDs and DVDs without compromising audio
quality. The SR Rack format allows users to design their own custom rack modules, and to import or export SR Rack module plugins. SR Rack plugins use an advanced audio engine that is much smaller and less complex than other plugins, which in turn results in low CPU overhead, higher stability, and less memory usage. In addition, SR Rack plugins allow for customization of the individual module

to provide a more organic feel. SR Rack plugins are mobile. SR Rack plugins can be imported into the SR Racks product and play back the audio in a native format. They may also be played back directly from SR Rack format. SR Rack plugin audio is output to Soundradar 82157476af
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